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Abstract

Reliability is a major concern in the design of large disk arrays. In this paper, we examine the effect of encountering more failures
than that for which the RAID array was initially designed. Erasure codes are incorporated to enable system recovery from a specified
number of disk erasures, and strive beyond that threshold to recover the system as frequently, and as thoroughly, as is possible.
Erasure codes for tolerating two disk failures are examined. For these double erasure codes, we establish a correspondence between
system operation and acyclicity of its graph model. For the most compact double erasure code, the full 2-code, this underlies an
efficient algorithm for the computation of system operation probability (all disks operating or recoverable).

When the system has failed, some disks are nonetheless recoverable. We extend the graph model to determine the probability
that d disks have failed, a of which are recoverable by solving one linear equation, b of which are further recoverable by solving
systems of linear equations, and d − a − b of which cannot be recovered. These statistics are efficiently calculated for the full
2-code by developing a three variable ordinary generating function whose coefficients give the specified values. Finally, examples
are given to illustrate the probability that an individual disk can be recovered, even when the system is in a failed state.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There has been a sustained exponential advance in the density and performance of semiconductor technology.
With this progress came faster microprocessors as well as larger and faster primary memory devices. Improvements in
secondary storage systems, on the other hand, have lagged behind. While the performance of RISC microprocessors
increased by more than 50% per year [16], disk transfer rates only improved by about 20% each year [7]. This disparity
transformed many computationally-bound applications to being I/O-bound. Amdahl [2] predicted nearly four decades
ago that unless accompanied by corresponding increases in secondary storage performance, substantial increases in
processor performance can only bring about marginal improvements in overall system performance. This has led to
parallelism to speed up secondary storage systems. There are several ways to exploit parallelism. The most successful
is the disk array architecture.

The disk array architecture organizes many independent small disks into one large logical disk, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Small disks are preferable to large ones because they have lower cost and consume less power. For improved
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Fig. 1. Disk array architecture.

performance, disk arrays employ data striping [19] to spread data to multiple disks. This allows both single and
multiple I/O requests to be processed in parallel by separate disks, thus improving effective transfer rates.

The more disks we have in a disk array, the higher the performance we obtain. Unfortunately, large disk arrays
have low reliability. Failures in disk arrays are often assumed to satisfy the memoryless property, that is, the life
expectancy of a disk is dependent only upon the condition that the disk is working now. Under this assumption, the
reliability of a disk array is modeled by the exponential distribution [10]. As a consequence, for low disk failure rates,
the failure rate of a disk array is directly proportional to the number of disks it contains. Applications such as database
and transaction processing systems require both high throughput and high data availability of their storage systems.
The most demanding of these applications require continuous operation, which requires that the storage system have
(i) the ability to satisfy all requests for data even in the presence of disk failures, and (ii) the ability to reconstruct
the content of a failed disk onto a replacement disk, thereby restoring itself to a fault-free state. These requirements
underpin the introduction of redundancy to tolerate disk failures. Disk arrays to incorporate redundancy are known as
Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID).

There are three primary types of disk failures. The first, transient errors, arise from noise corruption and are dealt
with by repeating the requests. The second, media defects, are caused by permanent defects in manufacture, and are
detected and masked out. The last are catastrophic failures, such as head crashes and failures of the disk controller
electronics. When a disk suffers a catastrophic failure, its data is rendered unreadable, and is effectively erased. We
therefore call such a disk failure an erasure. For convenience, we also call a set of k disk failures a k-erasure. Error-
correcting codes can be used to tolerate erasures. However, components in disk arrays allow us to determine exactly
where erasures have occurred. Hence we can derive codes that are better than those based on error-correcting codes.

Hellerstein et al. [13] pioneered the study of erasure-resilient codes for large disk arrays. Earlier, Rabin [18] had
investigated erasure-resilient codes for information dispersal, but his codes are not particularly suited for disk array
applications. Alon et al. [1] have also studied erasure-resilient codes to combat bursty losses in packet-switched
networks. The parameters of interest there are also different from those for disk arrays.

In the remainder of this paper, we first introduce a formal model for erasure codes in RAID disk arrays. Then
focussing on double erasure codes, we establish a correspondence with graphs, and show that in the case when the
number of information disks is maximized, the probability of system operation can be efficiently calculated. We
then generalize this calculation to determine first the probability that a failed disk can be recovered by a simple
“pruning” operation, and then the probability that it can be recovered at all. This enables us to determine efficiently the
expected amount of data loss when more than two disks fail. These statistics are crucial in evaluating storage system
performance. While the RAID array’s design may ensure immunity to two disk failures, little insight is provided about
what happens when failure rate exceeds that anticipated. We may lose disk content, but with what probability do we
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lose any disk content (i.e., are unable to reconstruct all disks). And, of most interest, what is the probability that we
lose the information on a specific failed disk? We address these questions here, answering them for the full 2-code by
a technique that runs in time polynomial in the size of the code.

2. Erasure codes for RAID

A data stripe, or simply stripe, is the minimum amount of contiguous user data allocated to one disk before any
data is allocated to any other disk. The size of a stripe must be an integral number of sectors, and is often the minimum
unit of update used by system software. Because of this, we can view each disk as a collection of (disjoint) stripes.

Definition 2.1. An [n, c, k]-erasure-resilient code, or briefly an [n, c, k]-ERC, consists of an encoding algorithm E
and a decoding algorithm D with the following properties. Given an n-tuple S of stripes, E produces an (n + c)-tuple
E(S) = (E1(S), . . . ,En+c(S)) of stripes, called a codeword, such that for any I ⊆ {1, . . . , n+c}, where |I | = n+c−k,
the decoding algorithm D is able to recover S from (I, {Ei (S) | i ∈ I }).

We often call an [n, c, k]-ERC a k-ERC when the parameters n and c are not important in the context.
To see the relevance of an [n, c, k]-ERC to the protection of data loss in a RAID, suppose that we have a piece

of data which is partitioned into an n-tuple S of stripes. Given an [n, c, k]-ERC, we encode S into a codeword
(E1(S), . . . ,En+c(S)), and for 1 � i � n + c, store Ei (S) on disk i of a disk array with n + c disks. The definition of
an [n, c, k]-ERC ensures that we can reconstruct the original data in the presence of up to k erasures.

For performance reasons, the erasure-resilient codes we study throughout this paper are assumed to satisfy the
following two conditions, as in [6,13].

(i) We restrict ourselves to systematic codes. An [n, c, k]-ERC is systematic if Ei (S) = Si , for 1 � i � n, where
S = (S1, . . . , Sn). The stripes Ei (S), for n < i � n + c, are called checks. This means that the encoding function
leaves the data unmodified on some disks. This property is desirable to avoid read penalties associated with
decoding when there are no disk failures.

(ii) We restrict ourselves to linear codes over the field F2L , where L is the bit-size of a stripe. In this case, we interpret
a stripe as an L-dimensional vector over F2, and E is a linear function. Hence, computations used to encode a
stripe are restricted to component-wise modulo two arithmetic, that is, the parity operation ⊕. This restriction
ensures that encodings and manipulations can be performed efficiently.

Restriction (i) above allows us to separate disks into information disks, which contain the original data, and check
disks, which contain the checks. In fact, restrictions (i) and (ii) imply that an [n, c, k]-ERC can be described in terms
of a c× (n+c) matrix H = [C | I ] over F2, where I is the c×c identity matrix and C is a c×n matrix that determines
the equations for the checks. This is a well-known result in the theory of error-correcting codes [15]. The matrix H is
called the parity-check matrix of the code. Given the parity-check matrix H = [C | I ] of a k-ERC, we can think of the
rows of C (as well as the rows and columns of I ) as being indexed by the check disks of a disk array, and the columns
of C as being indexed by the information disks. The content of check disk i is the modulo two sum of the content of
those information disks, whose columns they index in C have a one in row i.

The following are some metrics of an erasure-resilient code that are important for disk arrays. Check disk overhead
is the ratio of the number of check disks to information disks. An [n, c, k]-ERC has a check disk overhead of c/n.
Update penalty is the number of check disks whose content must be changed when an update is made in the content
of a given information disk. We call these disks the disks associated with the information disk. If m check disks need
to be involved in every write, then the parallelism of the disk array is reduced by a factor of m + 1. Since parallelism
is the reason behind using disk arrays, update penalties should be kept as small as possible. The update penalties of
an erasure-resilient code with parity-check matrix H = [C | I ] are the column sums of C. Group size is the number of
disks that must be accessed during the reconstruction of a single failed disk. The cost of reconstruction makes small
group size desirable, while for load balancing reasons, uniform group size is desirable. The group sizes of an erasure-
resilient code are the row sums of its parity-check matrix. Since updates of data are usually much more frequent than
the reconstruction of data due to erasures, the update penalties are typically of more concern than the group sizes.
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Next we examine some properties of parity-check matrices. Suppose H = [C | I ] has a set of k or fewer linearly
dependent columns (over F2). The failure of the corresponding disks makes reconstruction of data impossible. In fact,
this is the only situation in which disk failures are irrecoverable.

Lemma 2.2. (Hellerstein et al. [13]) A set of disk failures is recoverable if and only if the corresponding set of columns
in its parity-check matrix is linearly independent.

It follows that H is the parity-check matrix of a k-ERC if and only if every set of k columns of H contains no
nonempty set of linearly dependent columns. Precisely the same condition determines when H is the parity-check
matrix of a k-error-detecting code [15]. This equivalence between k-ERC and k-error-detecting codes means that
results on error-detecting codes can be brought to bear. However, the study of codes for error detection has not focused
on the metrics of interest. Indeed, as observed in [13], many of these codes are not suitable for disk array applications
because they have large update penalties. We require some notation. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0,1}n. The weight of x,
denoted wt(x), is the number

∑n
i=1 xi .

Corollary 2.3. H = [C | I ] is the parity-check matrix of a k-ERC if and only if for every t � k columns, c1, . . . , ct

of C, the vector x = ⊕t
i=1 ci has weight at least k + 1 − t .

If an erasure-resilient code is able to tolerate all k-erasures, then every update must affect the content of at least
k + 1 disks (one information disk and k check disks). Thus, the update penalties of a k-ERC are at least k. In view
of the importance of minimizing update penalties, we consider from here on only those k-ERC for which the update
penalties are all equal to k, the minimum possible. We speak, therefore, of the update penalty, instead of the update
penalties of an erasure-resilient code. The corresponding parity-check matrix H = [C | I ] has column sums for C all
equal to k.

We give a small example with nine information disks and six check disks, that can correct two erasures:

A B C D E F

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

The six rows and last six columns are both indexed by the check disks, A–F . The first nine columns correspond
to the information disks, and the ‘1’ entries indicate which check disks are used to store parity information for that
information disk (equivalently, every row is a parity check equation).

As observed in [6,13], when k = 2, the columns of C can be interpreted as characteristic vectors of edges in a graph
whose vertices are the rows. In this graph, then, vertices are check disks while edges are information disks.

This is shown for the example given earlier. The first column of the parity check matrix (i.e. the first information
disk) corresponds to the edge {A,B}, since these indicate the nonzero positions in that column.

Lemma 2.2 ensures that no two of these edges have the same endpoints (there are no multiple edges) when two
erasures can always be corrected. Hence the graph so defined is simple. Our example could be extended to support
more information disks using the six check disks provided; indeed any nonedge in the graph representation could
be added, corresponding to an addition of an information disk, without losing the ability to correct two erasures.
Minimizing check disk overhead further implies that the graph for c check disks is the complete graph Kc having

(
c
2

)
edges. This is termed the full 2-code in [13]; we shall for the most part simply examine the complete graph.
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Performance issues for RAID systems in general have generated a wide variety of challenging problems [21].
Performance issues based on full 2-codes have centered around the ordering of columns to minimize access cost [8].
However, little work has been done to determine how effectively a system can expect to recover when more than t

erasures occur. Chee et al. [6] design codes for k � 3 that are resilient to multiple erasures. However, for k = 2, the
only work is that of Hellerstein et al. [13], who establish that triangles in the underlying graph must be avoided. Indeed
this supports the development of the EVEN-ODD scheme, in which the underlying graph is bipartite [5]. We adopt a
different approach, to determine the expectation that data is irrecoverably lost when too many disks fail.

3. Acyclicity and RAID system operation

Since system operation can occur only when the columns associated with disks are linearly independent,
Lemma 2.2 ensures that a system is in a failed state when, choosing some set S of the columns of the parity-check
matrix, S is linearly dependent. When S contains only columns corresponding to information disks, this has a simple
interpretation in the graph model, namely that the edges corresponding to the columns of S contain a cycle. Treating
check disks as well seems at first to introduce some complication, but this is not the case. We adjoin one more vertex
to the graph, adjacent to every vertex already present, and we associate with each new edge the check disk that was
associated with the original vertex. Then S is dependent as a set of columns if and only if the corresponding edges in
the complete graph Kc+1 contain a cycle. We show this on the example graph, adding a new vertex X, whose incident
edges represent the check disks. In the initial graph representation, each vertex represented a check disk; since the
new vertex X is adjacent to each of the original vertices, the edges incident with X are in one-to-one correspondence
with the check disks.

Determining when a RAID system is recoverable amounts to asking when the failed edges in its graph represen-
tation are acyclic. In this section, a method is described for calculating the probability that, when every edge of a
complete graph on n vertices operates independently with probability p, the operating edges form a subgraph con-
taining a cycle.

A basic assumption is that edge failures in the graph model are independent of one another, and hence that disk
failures in the RAID array are independent of one another. It is easy to imagine situations in which this assumption
is faulty, for example when multiple disks share a power source, or are controlled by a common disk controller. Thus
our model is not adequate to treat the statistical dependencies that result in this manner. Similarly varying traffic
loads may induce traffic-dependent failures that could negate independence, or result in independent but different
probabilities for each disk. However, assuming that all disks are manufactured by the same process and that the traffic
load is unknown at design time, assuming independence among failures attributable to the disks themselves appears
plausible. Indeed in this case we typically have no information other than a mean time to failure provided for this class
of disks (and hence, a common failure probability).

A naive recursive calculation must face the problem that the intermediate graphs to be considered may not them-
selves be complete graphs. We therefore treat a generalization of complete graphs, described next, that permits us to
develop a suitable recursion. The essential idea is that, in a complete graph, the selection of any subset of � nodes
induces a subgraph isomorphic to K�. Hence while there may be many ways to select a subset of � nodes, all can
be treated in the same way. This is the fundamental observation made by Gilbert [11] to calculate the connectedness
probability for complete graphs efficiently.

Let V be a set of n vertices, of which one vertex f ∈ V is the focus. The multigraph K
(m)
n is defined as follows.

For each v ∈ V \ {f }, the edge {f, v} is included precisely m times; for every distinct pair v,w ∈ V with f /∈ {v,w},
the edge {v,w} is included precisely once. When every edge of K

(m)
n operates independently with probability p,
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Y
(m)
n denotes the probability that the operating edges induce a subgraph containing a cycle. We express Y

(m)
n as an

evaluation of a polynomial, as follows. Let σ(n,m;x) be a polynomial in x in which the coefficient of xe is the
number of (labelled) subgraphs of K

(m)
n that have e edges and contain at least one cycle. To convert such counts to

probabilities, consider the coefficient of xe, and consider an individual subgraph S included in this count. For S to
arise, e edges must operate and all remaining m(n−1)+(

n−1
2

)−e edges must fail. Since edges operate independently,

this occurs with probability pe(1−p)m(n−1)+(n−1
2 )−e. Rewrite this as (

p
1−p

)
e
(1−p)m(n−1)+(n−1

2 ). Now summing over

all subgraphs counted by σ(n,m;x) with the computed probability assigned to each subgraph, we obtain Y
(m)
n =

(1−p)m(n−1)+(n−1
2 )σ (n,m; p

1−p
). In order to determine Y

(m)
n exactly, we devise a recurrence relation for σ expressing

the desired value in terms of values of the same quantity for fewer vertices.

Theorem 3.1.

σ(n,m;x) =
n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)[[(
(x + 1)m − 1

)k − (mx)k
][

(x + 1)(
n−1

2 )
]

+ [
(mx)k

][[(
(x + 1)(

k
2) − 1

)
(x + 1)(

n−1
2 )−(k

2)
] + σ(n − k, k;x)

]]
.

Proof. We consider each state involving the focus f . The state space is initially partitioned into n different classes
according to the number of vertices connected directly to f by at least one operating edge. Suppose that k vertices
are adjacent to f , where 0 � k � n − 1 (this is the top level summation). There are

(
n−1
k

)
ways to choose the specific

neighbours of f , and each results in an isomorphic subproblem. So fix a selection of k neighbours of f . For the
remaining n − 1 − k vertices not to be neighbours of the focus, all edges from f to these vertices must fail; the
number of ways for this to occur is 1m(n−1−k) = 1, and hence is omitted in the formula.

Case 1: Among the k neighbours of f , one is adjacent to f by two or more operating edges. In this case a cycle is
formed. For each neighbour these selections are enumerated by (x + 1)m − mx − 1 (i.e., all ways to select
some of the m edges, except for selecting only one (mx) or zero (1)). Hence we must consider all cases in
which at least one edge is operating to each neighbour (((x + 1)m − 1)k ways) but not exactly one to each
neighbour ((mx)k ways). The

(
n−1

2

)
edges not involving the focus can then be independently included or

excluded, contributing (x + 1)(
n−1

2 ).
Case 2: Exactly one edge operates to each of the k neighbours ((mx)k ways).

Case 2a: If any of the
(
k
2

)
edges on the k neighbours operates, a cycle is formed ((x + 1)(

k
2) − 1 ways). All of the

remaining
(
n−1

2

) − (
k
2

)
edges can then be included or excluded independently ((x + 1)(

n−1
2 )−(k

2) ways).

Case 2b: If none of the
(
k
2

)
edges on the neighbourhood of f operates then a cycle is formed if and only if either

there is a cycle not involving f , or if a cycle is formed by a path among the remaining vertices between two
neighbours of f . The latter count can be determined by identifying all k neighbours of f as a single vertex,
to form K

(k)
n−k , and observing that a cycle in this “smaller” graph extends to a cycle in K

(m)
n with the stated

assumptions on edge operations. Thus σ(n − k, k;x) recursively provides the needed enumeration. �
The objective is to reduce the number of vertices to be considered, so we must address the case when k = 0. We

set σ(n,0;x) = σ(n − 1,1;x). In addition, we require base cases to terminate the recurrence, and use σ(0,m;x) =
σ(1,m;x) = 0.

The recurrence can be rewritten in terms of probability rather than subgraph counts, as follows:

Y (m)
n =

n−1∑
k=0

(
n − 1

k

)
(1 − p)m(n−1−k)

[[(
1 − (1 − p)m

)k − (
mp(1 − p)m−1)k]

+ [(
mp(1 − p)m−1)k(1 − (1 − p)(

k
2)

)] + [(
mp(1 − p)m−1)k

(1 − p)(
k
2)Y

(k)
n−k

]]
.

Our analysis until this point has concentrated on the full 2-code for RAID, or equivalently on the complete graph.
Using a sparser code, and forming the graph model in which check disks are also represented as edges, our interest
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is in n-vertex graphs in which at least one vertex has degree n − 1 (one such is incident with the edges representing
check disks). We can then ask analogous questions on recoverable and irrecoverable edges in such graphs.

Perhaps surprisingly, this is dual to a well-studied problem, all-terminal network reliability [3,9]. Indeed system
operation for a RAID array occurs exactly when the failed edges form an acyclic subgraph; sets of edges of acyclic
subgraphs form a matroid whose bases are the spanning trees. Hence system operation in a RAID array corresponds
precisely to the graphic matroid of the corresponding graph. By the same token, sets of edges that make a graph
connected form supersets of spanning trees, and hence the failed edges leaving a connected graph arise from subsets
of complements of spanning trees; in this way, all-terminal reliability (probability of connectedness) is defined by
the subsets of complements of spanning trees, which form the cographic matroid of the graph. The matroid duality
provides a means to translate to varying degrees results from one setting to the other (see [4,20], for example).

Jaeger, Vertigan, and Welsh [14] establish a general result on complexity of evaluation of enumerative functions
on graphic and cographic matroids; among their results, determining the probability that a graph is acyclic when each
edge is chosen with the same probability p is # P-complete. This demonstrates that the techniques developed here for
complete graphs are unlikely to lead to efficient exact techniques for sparser codes. All-terminal reliability has been
extensively studied in order to estimate, bound, and approximate the desired value (see [3,9] for extensive surveys).
Nevertheless the extension to classification of edges corresponding to p- and b-recoverable disks that we pursue next
does not appear to have a natural analogue in the dual all-terminal reliability problem.

4. Disk recovery by pruning

Until this point, we have shown how to calculate probability of system failure. However, it can happen that while
the system is in a failed state, certain disks can nonetheless be recovered. Indeed Lemma 2.2 merely asserts that some
disks cannot be recovered, but perhaps some can. Consider the subgraph S induced by the edges corresponding to
the failed disks. Set S0 = S, and consider at a general step the graph Si . If Si has no vertices of degree 1, we stop.
In this case, Si is the core of S, the maximal induced subgraph of S having minimum degree two. Let E(Si) denote
the edge set of Si . However, if an edge {x, y} ∈ E(Si) is present for which x or y or both have degree one in Si , it is
surely recoverable. For if x has degree one in Si , the contents of the disk represented by {x, y} is the modulo 2 sum of
the disks associated with the remaining edges incident at x. Having recovered the disk for {x, y} in this manner, we
consider Si+1 = Si − {x, y}. Each such recoverable disk can be retrieved by solving one linear equation, and we say
it is p-recoverable (‘p’ for prune).

The edges that have not been recovered are those in the maximal induced subgraph of S having minimum degree
two; we call this core(S). Edges of core(S) that lie in a cycle cannot be recovered. We demonstrate this next. First
consider the case when S contains only the edges of a cycle {e0, . . . , ec−1} of length c. To show that an edge is not
recoverable, it suffices to show that a consistent solution is obtained no matter what disk content the edge is assigned.
Suppose that e0 ∩ e1 = {x}. Compute the modulo 2 sum of each disk for an edge incident at x excepting e0 and e1.
Choose disk contents for the disk associated with e0 arbitrarily. Now complete the assignment to all remaining disks.
One might be concerned that the assignment for the very last edge can be calculated in two different ways, and
conceivably these would disagree. However, the modulo two sum of assignment to any c − 1 disks around the cycle
gives the assignment of the last, no matter how it is calculated. Hence the contents of disk e0 cannot be determined,
since they can be selected arbitrarily.

When core(S) also contains edges not on the cycle, these cannot assist in recovering the edges of the cycle. Indeed,
we can arbitrarily choose content for any such edge; this may permit us (by pruning) to determine the content for other
edges, but does not permit us to do so for edges on the cycle.

At this point we have established that edges than can be pruned are recoverable, while edges on cycles cannot be
recovered. It remains to treat bridges of core(S), i.e. those edges of core(S) that lie on no cycle. Consider such a
bridge e, and let T be the component of core(S) that contains e. Removing e splits T into two components T1 and T2.
Now adding modulo 2 all of the disk contents for disks associated with edges incident with any vertex of T1, omitting
the erased disks, yields the contents of the disk associated with e. To see this, every edge in T1 contributes twice to
the sum, and hence its contribution in total is zero. Of the erased edges, only the edge e makes a contribution an odd
number of times, and thus it is the computed sum. Call such a bridge in core(S) b-recoverable (‘b’ for bridge).
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We illustrate this with the example next.

For convenience, since edges are in one-to-one correspondence with disks, we represent a disk by its edge. We
write an edge by concatenating the two vertex labels and its endpoints, so that AB represents the disk {A,B}, for
example. In the first diagram, we have shown some edges as having values chosen from {0,1}, while others have
no value; the lack of a value is an erasure. In order to locate the erasures easily, the second diagram shows just the
erased disks. In terms of system operation, this system is failed. For example, the erasure of disks AD, AB , and BD

forms a cycle in the graph, and hence we cannot recover the values for these three disks. Similarly, EF , EX, and FX

form a cycle and hence these three disks are also nonrecoverable. Two more disks are erased (failed) here: DE and
CF . For an edge e let v(e) denote the value (possibly unknown) for that edge. Disk CF is recoverable by pruning.
Indeed we see that of the three edges incident at C, only one has been erased; hence using the parity check equation
(v(CF) ⊕ v(CX) ⊕ v(CB) = 0) for C, we recover CF since v(CF) = 0 ⊕ 0 = 0. Disk DE is also recoverable, but
for a different reason; it is a bridge. To recover v(DE), proceed as follows. The equation for check disk A ensures
that v(AB) ⊕ v(AD) ⊕ 1 = 0; that for B ensures that v(AB) ⊕ v(BD) ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0 ⊕ 1 = 0. Adding these gives
v(AD) ⊕ v(BD) = 0. Now the equation for D ensures that v(AD) ⊕ v(BD) ⊕ v(DE) ⊕ 1 = 0. Again adding these
equations we obtain v(DE) ⊕ 1 = 0. Then we have computed the erased value v(DE) = 1.

This characterization refines Lemma 2.2, establishing for double erasure codes that:

Lemma 4.1. If S is the subgraph of failed edges then each edge e in S is:

1. irrecoverable if e lies on a cycle of S;
2. b-recoverable if e is a bridge in core(S);
3. p-recoverable if e is not in core(S).

The distinction between b- and p-recoverable edges may seem small, but the cost of recovery differs substantially
so we prefer to maintain the distinction. While in rebuilding a failed disk one would typically recover b-recoverable
disks, “on-the-fly” disk recovery would typically be undertaken only for p-recoverable ones.

Our objective is to determine, when a RAID system is in a failed state, how many edges we expect to recover. We
begin by separating p-recoverable edges from those in the core. Considering Kn, suppose that some set of edges is
failed. In the corresponding subgraph, the core is uniquely defined. Our strategy is to choose the vertices of the core,
and ensure thereby that all edges not in the core are p-recoverable. Let us write ρ(n;x, y) to represent the bivariate
polynomial in which the coefficient of xiyj is the number of subgraphs with i edges not in the core (p-recoverable)
and j edges in the core. Let a be the number of vertices in the core; we must then choose edges on those a vertices
so that the spanning subgraph has minimum degree two. So let θ(n;y) be a polynomial in which the coefficient
of yj is the number of ways to choose j edges from Kn so that every vertex has degree at least two. By convention,
θ(0;y) = 1.

If we choose a vertices for the core and calculate θ(a;y), it remains to count edges not in the core. Here we use
a simple strategy. Collapse the a vertices into a single vertex, deleting the

(
a
2

)
edges on these a vertices but retaining

all others. This graph is Ka
n−a+1, and we must (again) choose edges from it that do not lie on any cycle. This in turn

ensures that the same edges are not in the core of S. It follows that

ρ(n;x, y) =
n∑

a=0

(
n

a

)
θ(a;y)

(
(1 + x)a(n−a)+(n−a

2 ) − σ(n − a + 1, a;x)
)
,
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since there are
(
n
a

)
ways to choose the vertices in the core, and θ(a;y) then indicates edges in the core. Once the core is

collapsed to a vertex, there remain n−a +1 vertices and a(n−a)+ (
n−a

2

)
edges to consider. Now (1+x)a(n−a)+(n−a

2 )

enumerates all ways to select any subset of these edges; subtracting σ(n− a + 1, a;x) removes all selections contain-
ing further cycles (which would, if present, have to be in the core).

To determine ρ, it remains to calculate θ . We use an auxiliary function φ(n0, n1, n2;y) defined as the number of
ways to choose edges of the complete graph on n0 + n1 + n2 nodes so that for i = 0,1,2, ni specified nodes require
2 − i further incident edges (in fact they may acquire more than this number, and this is the minimum that each
requires). Then θ(n;y) = φ(n,0,0;y). Now φ(0,0, n;y) = (y + 1)(

n
2), since any selection of edges serves. So we

treat cases where n0 + n1 > 0. When n0 > 0, consider one of the vertices requiring two additional edges; call it the
focus. For i = 0,1,2, choose ai vertices in the set of ni nodes to be neighbours of the focus. This can be done in(
n0−1
a0

)(
n1
a1

)(
n2
a2

)
ways (we cannot choose the focus as a neighbour of the focus). If

∑2
i=0 ai < 2, the focus would have

fewer than two neighbours, and this is forbidden. Otherwise, we determine φ(n0 − a0 − 1, n1 − a1 + a0, n2 + a1;y)

to determine the number of ways to place edges on the vertices other than the focus.
By the same token, if n0 = 0 and n1 > 0, choose a1 of the n1 − 1 other nodes and a2 of the n2 nodes, and reduce

the calculation to that of φ(0, n1 − 1 − a1, n2 + a1;y).
These give a simple recurrence for φ(n0, n1, n2;y). Let

f (n0, a0, n1, a1, n2, a2;y) = ya0+a1+a2φ(n0 − 1 − a0, n1 − a1 + a0, n2 + a1;y).

Then φ(n0, n1, n2;y) is:

n0−1∑
a0=0

n1∑
a1=0

n2∑
a2=0

a0+a1+a2�2

(
n0 − 1

a0

)(
n1

a1

)(
n2

a2

)
f (n0, a0, n1, a1, n2, a2;y) if n0 > 1,

n1−1∑
a1=0

n2∑
a2=0

a1+a2�1

(
n1 − 1

a1

)(
n2

a2

)
ya1+a2φ(0, n1 − a1 − 1, n2 + a1;y) if n1 = 0 and n1 > 0,

(y + 1)(
n2
2 ) if n0 = n1 = 0.

This formula enables us to classify states of the RAID network by number of disks that are not p-recoverable and
number that are.

5. Examining the core

Our next task is to separate the b-recoverable edges from the irrecoverable ones. Let ψ(n; z) be a polynomial in z

in which the coefficient of ze is the number of labelled graphs on n vertices that are 2-edge-connected (bridgeless and
connected), and have e edges. Hanlon and Robinson [12] determine the function ψ , and Pootheri [17] remarks that
there exist efficient methods to calculate ψ .

We discuss the calculation further later on.
Define a bivariate polynomial τ(n;y, z) in which the coefficient of ybze is the number of graphs on n vertices

having minimum degree two, with e + b edges of which exactly b are bridges. We determine τ in terms of ψ , as
follows.

Let K
[t]
n represent the complete graph in which exactly t nodes have been “marked”. Our goal is to determine the

number of graphs with minimum degree two on the unmarked vertices, and one on the marked vertices, in which each
of these marked vertices belongs to a different component, classified by the number of bridges and nonbridges. So
let τ(n, t;y, z) be a polynomial in which the coefficient of ybze is the number of graphs with e + b edges of which
exactly b are bridges, with each of t marked vertices having degree at least one and appearing in different components,
and with each unmarked vertex having degree at least two. Then τ(n;y, z) = τ(n,0;y, z).

Now we compute τ using ψ . Consider K
[t]
n . If t > 0, examine the first marked vertex v (vertices are totally ordered,

so this specification is well-defined). Two natural cases arise. The vertex v could be incident only with bridges, or
it could reside in a nontrivial 2-edge-connected subgraph. In the first case, suppose that v is incident with c bridges.
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These cannot involve the already marked vertices, and hence are chosen from the other n − t vertices. Deleting v

and marking its neighbours, we obtain K
[t−1+c]
n−1 since we require all neighbours of v to be in different components

subsequent to the deletion of v.
On the other hand, if v is in a nontrivial 2-edge-connected subgraph, we isolate the largest one to which it belongs.

Suppose that it has size a in total. Since it cannot involve any other marked vertices, it selects a − 1 of the n − t

unmarked vertices. Having made this selection, ψ(a; z) determines the number of ways to select the bridgeless sub-
graph. Consider such a subgraph S. We arrange to delete all vertices of S in order to proceed. In order to do this, we
must account for all edges incident on vertices of S. Suppose that c edges are incident on a vertex of S and on an
unmarked vertex not in S (as they cannot involve marked vertices). These c edges must be bridges, or S would not be
maximal. To ensure that they are indeed bridges, we must ensure that c edges are chosen so that no two chosen edges
involve the same unmarked vertex, and moreover that unmarked vertices in the chosen edges are henceforth required
to be in different components. There are a vertices in S, and n − t − a + 1 unmarked vertices not in S. The number
of ways to choose the c edges is then

(
n−t−a+1

c

) · ac. Now deleting all vertices in S leaves K
[t+c−1]
n−a , and we proceed

recursively.
We obtain, for t > 0, that

τ(n, t;y, z) =
n−t∑
c=1

(
n − t

c

)
ycτ (n − 1, t + c − 1;y, z)

+
n−t+1∑
a=3

{(
n − t

a − 1

)
ψ(a; z)

n−t−a+1∑
c=0

(
n − t − a + 1

c

)
· acyc · τ(n − a, t + c − 1;y, z)

}
.

A similar analysis when t = 0 selects the first unmarked vertex and treats two cases as above. The selected vertex
must have degree at least two, and its deletion does not affect the number of marked vertices. Hence we obtain:

τ(n,0;y, z) =
n−1∑
c=2

(
n − 1

c

)
ycτ (n − 1, c;y, z)

+
n∑

a=3

{(
n − 1

a − 1

)
ψ(a; z)

n−a∑
c=0

(
n − a

c

)
· acyc · τ(n − a, c;y, z)

}
.

We take ψ(0; z) = τ(0,0;y, z) = 1 to terminate the recursion; by convention,
(0

0

) = 1, and
(
m
n

) = 0 if m < n.
Certain simplifications are possible in the computation. In particular, when n < 3t , ψ(n, t;y, z) = 0 since each of t

nodes must lie in a different 2-edge-connected component and hence accounts for three of the n vertices at least.

6. Implementation and results

Our ultimate goal is to determine a polynomial κ(n;x, y, z) in which the coefficient of xiyj zk is the number of
states with i + j + k failed disks, of which i are p-recoverable, j are b-recoverable, and k are irrecoverable. This is
now a simple matter of composing generating functions already determined:

κ(n;x, y, z) =
n∑

a=0

(
n

a

)
τ(a;y, z)

(
(1 + x)a(n−a)+(n−a

2 ) − σ(n − a + 1, a;x)
)
,

observing that τ(a;y, y) = θ(a;y).
In the calculation of τ , we require the calculation of ψ(a; z) to enumerate connected bridgeless graphs. This is

done using a recurrence relation developed by Hanlon and Robinson [12, Eq. (6.16)]. Their recurrence expresses the
number of 2-edge-connected graphs on p vertices and q +1 edges in terms of similar graphs with fewer vertices and/or
fewer edges. We describe their method here. Let �(x, y) be the bivariate exponential generating function

∑ ci,j

i! xiyj

in which ci,j denotes the number of 2-edge-connected (labelled) graphs on i vertices and j edges. Let �x denote the
partial derivative of �(x, y) with respect to x, �xx be the partial derivative of �x with respect to x, and �y be the partial
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derivative with respect to y of �(x, y). Hanlon and Robinson [12] establish that

�y = 1

2
y2x3�3

x + 1

2
x2�xx − y�y + xy(1 + y)�y(�x + x�xx) + 1

2
yx3�xx�x(1 + yx�x).

Extracting coefficients of xnym

n! on both sides yields the desired recurrence for cn,m+1. This process is easily imple-
mented by formally calculating the partial derivatives and evaluating symbolically. Then a simple dynamic program-
ming method underlies the calculation of any specific coefficient.

Once ψ is calculated, each of the other calculations involves solving a recurrence relation for a polynomial in
which each variable has degree at most

(
n
2

)
when n is the number of nodes in the initial graph. While the number of

terms in such a polynomial is bounded by n6, care must be exercised in the evaluation. Indeed to avoid potentially
exponential recomputation of terms, the implementation of these recurrence relations proceeds either bottom up (i.e.,
using dynamic programming), or by storing and never recomputing intermediate calculations (i.e., using memoizing).
Each coefficient is itself bounded by 2(n

2), and hence takes O(n2) bits to represent. Thus multiplication, while by no
means constant time, does not alter the fact that polynomial time suffices for the calculation.

We have implemented the calculation of κ(n;x, y, z) both in MAPLE and MATHEMATICA, and report computa-
tional results next.

We first examine disk recovery probabilities as a function of p, the disk failure probability. Fig. 2(a) plots disk
recovery probability against disk failure probability for K10. There are three curves shown. The lowest provides the
probability of system operation (all disks can be recovered) (this is acyclicity). The next shows the probability that a
failed disk is recoverable when the only recovery is by pruning. Barely above this curve is another, the probability that
a failed disk is recoverable at all. The increment between the second and third curves is just the probability of bridge
recovery, and the figure does not show this small improvement well. Therefore Fig. 2(b) plots this difference, with the
vertical scale exaggerated to quantify the improvement more clearly.

Fig. 3 displays similar results for K20 (19 check disks and 171 information disks). As expected, the increase in
disk array size makes the scheme less resilient to disk failures. This agrees with our intuition that, for the same disk
failure probability, the system for K20 has many more erasures of more than two disks than the system for K10.
Nevertheless, what is striking is that the full 2-code provides good availability even for failure rates that are much
larger than anticipated in practice. The design of RAID disk arrays does not explicitly consider the disk failure rate,
except to convert it to a deterministic requirement that two (in general, k) disk failures be tolerated. The view here
provides a more detailed picture.

Until this point we have considered the recovery of a single disk. In Fig. 4, we instead examine the expected number
of disks that are failed (the top line) and the expected number that are irrecoverable (bottom line), for K10 and K20. It
is striking that when the operation probability is large enough, essentially all disks can be recovered even when many
fail. As an aside, it is useful to note that these expected numbers are obtained again as a polynomial by taking partial
derivatives of the polynomials calculated earlier.

Fig. 2. Disk recovery for K10. (a) Acyclicity, recovery by pruning, best recovery probabilities. (b) Difference between recovering by pruning and
recovering all.
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Fig. 3. Disk recovery for K20.

Fig. 4. Disk recovery for K10 and K20.

Fig. 5. Recovery probability as a function of number of failed disks. (a) K5, (b) K10.

In the next sequence of figures, we examine behaviour as a function of the number of failed disks, rather than disk
failure probability. Naturally these are related, since higher failure probability is closely correlated to more failures.
Nevertheless, since RAID arrays are designed to tolerate a specified number of failures, it is interesting to consider
the effect of certain numbers of failures. Again, three curves are shown, the lowest being the probability that a disk is
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Fig. 6. Recovery probability as a function of number of failed disks for K15 and K20.

Fig. 7. Incremental disk recovery accounted for by bridges. (a) K10, (b) K20.

failed but in a recoverable system, the next the probability that a disk is recoverable by pruning, and the highest the
probability that a disk is recoverable at all.

In Fig. 5, the horizontal axis covers the entire range of numbers of edge failures possible. The lower curve encoun-
ters the horizontal axis when the number of disks (edges) forces the presence of a cycle.

Fig. 6 examines the same probabilities for larger systems, with 15 and 20 nodes (105 and 190 disks). Both are
displayed for the range of 0 to 50 disk failures. Contrasting Figs. 2 and 3, for a fixed edge failure probability we see a
degradation in disk recovery probability as the size of the array increases. In Fig. 6, however, we see an improvement
in disk recovery probability for a specified number of disk failures as the size of the array increases. Naturally, the
different behaviours result from the fact that, in a larger system, to maintain a specific number of disk failures one
would need to reduce the disk failure probability.

Once again, Figs. 5 and 6 do not show the impact of recovering bridges clearly, so Fig. 7 is included to expand the
vertical scale to see the contribution of bridges.

7. Conclusion

Disk arrays provide a solution to the disparity in performance between microprocessors and secondary storage
systems. There is an increasing popularity in the use of disk arrays. One of the major problems faced by critical
applications is the reliability of disk arrays. In this paper, we have employed a simple graph model for double erasure
RAID arrays to determine efficiently the probability, for the full 2-code, both of system operation and of failed edge
recoverability. The duality of probability of RAID system operation with all-terminal reliability suggests methods to
extend the results here to sparser double erasure codes. At the same time, however, such methods cannot be expected
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to be as efficient as for full 2-codes. Indeed the natural classes of graphs studied in the context of all-terminal reliability
[9] for which efficient exact algorithms, bounds, or approximation schemes are known do not appear to arise naturally
in the RAID setting. Hence the duality appears more promising when viewed as a generalization of both problems to
the matroidal setting.
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